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shares purchased in any particular lot or at any particular time or price. What was bought and sold were shares and not certificates. Shares, as distinguished from certificates, are property capable of identification. 

Apparently, the decision renders more indistinct a present perplexing situation. If identification is to be of "shares" rather than of "certificates," anomalous situations will arise where stock certificates owned outright may be delivered against sales but the identity of these certificates will be disregarded since the taxpayer has delivered "shares." Likewise, by a mere instruction to the broker of their intention, taxpayers may retain the certificate held outright and "deliver" the "share" by an actual delivery of the certificate held in their margin account. In view of the Revenue Act of 1934, a final determination by the Supreme Court appears to be particularly necessary at this time. 

B. K.

INCOME TAX—SECTION 211(C) OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1928 CONSTRUED—MARKET VALUE.—A corporation in filing its income tax return placed a trading value of $117 a share on stock which it received in exchange for part of the corporate property. This valuation was accepted by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and the gain accruing to the corporation from the exchange was taxed in accordance with the statute. 1 Petitioner (corporation) seeks a redetermination claiming that the valuation of $117 a share reported in its return was due to an error and that the stock only had a market value of $16 a share within the meaning of the statute. 2 At a hearing before the Board of Tax Appeals the only evidence adduced by the corporation to support this valuation was the opinion of two experts, whose testimony was not directly contradicted, although it also was found as a fact that the stock had not been sold in twenty-eight years. Petitioner appeals from a decision of the Board of Tax Appeals denying the claim. Held, affirming decision of Board of Tax Appeals—that where it appears that stock has not been sold for twenty-eight years and as a result has no market whereby its price can be established, the market value in such case is the fair and reasonable value of the stock and evidence of the assets, earning capacity,

---

location and good will of the corporation is proper to show such value, the testimony of experts standing by itself not being sufficient. *Joseph S. Wells Ass'n v. Helvering*, 71 F. (2d) 977 (App. D. C. 1934).

Section 211(c) of the Revenue Act of 1928 provides: “The amount realized from the sale or other disposition of property shall be the sum of any money received plus the fair market value of the property (other than money) received.”

In *North American Telegraph Company v. Northern Pacific Railway Company*, a leading case on the subject of market value, the court said, “The term market value as the word fairly imports indicates price established in a market where the article is dealt in by such a multitude of persons, and such a large number of transactions as to standardize the price. The term is, however, frequently used in a figurative sense as meaning the fair or reasonable value of the property—that is, such a value as the property would have if it were dealt in according to the practices of a market overt.” That the market value of property may be the fair and reasonable value where there is no established price in a market is generally recognized by the courts and text writers. In showing the market value of stock in the figurative sense evidence of the corporate assets, good will and earning power is proper. The fact that stock has not been sold in fifty years will not prevent a fair valuation, evidence being admissible to show the intrinsic value of the shares for which purpose corporate accounts and reports of the company’s affairs could be examined. Evidence of individual transactions, opinions of experts, though proper cannot be the sole basis of such value. The valuation of $117 a share accepted by

---
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the Commissioner of Internal Revenue being deemed *prima facie* correct \(^\text{16}\) and since the burden rests on the taxpayer to overcome this presumption by substantial evidence\(^\text{17}\), the evidence in the *instant* case \(^\text{18}\) not being of such a nature \(^\text{19}\) the affirmance of the decision of the Board was proper.

A. W. G.

\(^{10}\) Wickwire v. Reinecke, 275 U. S. 101, 48 Sup. Ct. 43 (1927).
\(^{19}\) *Supra* note 14.